
CHERRY BLOSSOM

SHEA SOAPS 





As a real ode to the most flowery

season, Institut Karité Paris celebrates

the bloom that heralds the arrival of

spring, the delicate Cherry Blossom.

Rediscover the exquisiteness and

silkiness of this delicate flower in this

scented personal care collection

enriched with Shea Butter.

For a 100% So Poetic beauty routine !

THE COLLECTION



THE ART OF GIFTING

To please someone or simply enjoy yourself, this

colourful and elegant box is the ultimate gift

which embodies French “Art de Vivre” and

French “Art of Hosting”.

Offering soaps is one of the most renowned

French art of receiving traditions. In France, as

tradition requires, when people are receiving

friends at their place, they offer them guest soaps

in order to show hospitality. Whether you are

looking to provide a nice and luxurious soap for

your guest room to make your guest feel

special, the Cherry Blossom Shea Soaps will be

perfect.



Walk across the Japanese garden and feel the first day of

Spring. Institut Karité Paris celebrates the Cherry Blossom

poetry in a feminine, sweet and flowery fragrance. This soft Soap,

enriched with Shea Butter, cleanses your skin, leaving it smooth

and slightly perfumed. The perfect care to pamper your skin

while preventing it from dryness.

Fall in love with these brightly-colored and luxurious flower-

adorned soaps enriched with Shea Butter.

CHERRY BLOSSOM SHEA SOAP – 200gr



CHERRY BLOSSOM SHEA SOAP – 100gr

The Cherry Blossom Shea Soap offers you an elegant

and soft break. Its nourishing formula, enriched in Shea

Butter, cleanses your skin and gives it softness and

silkiness. Your body and hands are wrapped in a

delicate flowery perfume. A true invitation to travel and

poetry !

Thanks to its convenient travel-size format, you can

take it with you for all your spring getaways.
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